A rain splash transport equation assimilating field and laboratory measurements
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[1] Process-based models of hillslope evolution require transport equations relating sediment flux to its major controls. An equation for rain splash transport in the absence of overland flow was constructed by modifying an approach developed by Reeve (1982) and parameterizing it with measurements from single-drop laboratory experiments and simulated rainfall on a grassland in East Africa. The equation relates rain splash to hillslope gradient, the median raindrop diameter of a storm, and ground cover density; the effect of soil texture on detachability can be incorporated from other published results. The spatial and temporal applicability of such an equation for rain splash transport in the absence of overland flow on uncultivated hillslopes can be estimated from hydrological calculations. The predicted transport is lower than landscape-averaged geologic erosion rates from Kenya but is large enough to modify short, slowly eroding natural hillslopes as well as microtopographic interrill surfaces between which overland flow transports the mobilized sediment.


1. Models of Hillslope Evolution

[2] Hillslope evolution under transport-limited conditions is usually modeled as the result of one-dimensional sediment transport, represented by the mass balance equation

$$\frac{\partial z}{\partial t} = - \frac{1}{\rho_s} \frac{\partial Q_s}{\partial x}$$

(1)

where $\frac{\partial z}{\partial t}$ is the local rate of elevation change (m$^{-1}$ a$^{-1}$), $x$ is horizontal distance, $\rho_s$ is the sediment bulk density (kg m$^{-3}$), and $Q_s$ is the mass transport rate of sediment per unit width of hillslope (kg m$^{-3}$ a$^{-1}$). Much of the work using equation (1) has been concerned with possible forms of equations for $Q_s$, and with the hillslope profiles such equations predict when subject to chosen boundary conditions [Culling, 1960; Hirano, 1969; Kirkby, 1971]. Ahnert [1976, 1987], Kirkby [1985, 1989], and Willgoose et al. [1991] incorporated the mass balance equation into numerical simulations of landscape evolution for a range of processes and boundary conditions such as base-level control.

[3] The theoretical work challenged geomorphologists to develop formulae relating sediment transport to its controls in order to quantify analyses of the geomorphic effects of climate, hydrology, vegetation, material properties, tectonism, and time. Field and laboratory measurements of the sediment transport processes responsible for landform evolution have accumulated more slowly than the theoretical developments. They are necessary for understanding actual magnitudes and rates of geomorphic change, the relative roles and interactions of various processes, and the influence of environmental factors on rates of landform change and sediment production. Yet Dietrich et al. [2003] concluded that geomorphology has made little progress in developing process-based sediment transport equations for modeling landform evolution.

[4] Here we construct a transport equation for aerial rain splash, including particle creep along the surface, in the absence of overland flow. It is based on field experiments on grass-covered hillslopes in Kenya, laboratory experiments by us and others, and modification and generalization of a published model of particle trajectories. The equation is relevant to those events and portions of a landscape in which rain splash molds hillslopes, and, with some modification, to those parts of landscapes that contribute rain splash to rain flow transport [Moss et al., 1979] in the form of interrill erosion [Meyer et al., 1975].

[5] Rain splash transport is usually represented in equation (1) by an equation of the form

$$Q_s = \rho_s K \frac{\partial z}{\partial x}$$

(2)

In the most common applications of this equation $b$ is assumed to be 1.0, leading to the combination of equations (1) and (2) into a topographic diffusion equation [Culling, 1960], and $K$ represents the environmental factors that control transport intensity. This paper examines the functional form...
of the transport equation for rain splash, but its main focus is quantification of the magnitude of sediment transport and the environmental factors that control $K$ for this simplest of hillslope sediment transport processes.

2. Sediment Transport Equations for Rain Splash

[6] On intensively managed land surfaces, erosion by flowing water is prevalent, and although rain splash is the primary agent detaching soil, overland flow between and within rills is the dominant transport mechanism [Young and Wiersma, 1973; Moss et al., 1979]. Hence, in agricultural engineering the role of raindrop impact has usually been incorporated into sediment transport equations for “interrill erosion,” which involves soil detachment by raindrops and transport by thin films of runoff [Meyer et al., 1975; Foster, 1982; Lane et al., 1992]. Experiments on these surfaces and on loose sediments in laboratories have shown that detachment and aerial transport by splash are affected by raindrop size, fall velocity, or kinetic energy; local gradient; surface cover; and various soil properties [Ellison, 1944b; Sreenivas et al., 1947; Woodburn, 1948; Ekern, 1950; Morgan, 1978; Salles et al., 2000; Van Dijk et al., 2003]. Equations for sediment transport per unit contour width, were not usually developed from those studies.

[7] Geomorphologists have been interested in the morphogenetic role of rain splash under a wider range of environmental conditions, including natural landscapes where plant cover and soil structure limit overland flow, and thus where aerial rain splash transport may contribute significantly to hillslope erosion over long time periods. For example, on grass-covered, sandy soils of the western Congo, De Ploey and Savat [1968, p. 175] concluded that raindrop impact and “diffuse, discontinuous flow” were responsible for erosion, but hillslope evolution was essentially determined by splash. Mosley [1973] observed splash transport without runoff during an intense storm on convex badland divides in Wyoming, and conducted laboratory experiments to construct a rain splash transport equation with which he simulated the evolution of the convexities. Imeson [1977] and Kwaad [1977] demonstrated that rain splash (aerial and surface creep) was an important mechanism transporting stony loam colluvium down forested slopes in the Ardennes Mountains.

[8] Several geomorphologists have used rainfall simulators or single-drop formers and high-speed photography and videography in the laboratory to develop transport equations for single drop sizes, single particle sizes, and bare soil [De Ploey and Savat, 1968; Mosley, 1973; McCarthy, 1980; Poesen and Savat, 1981; Furbish et al., 2007]. The present study extends this methodology to some of the complexities of natural hillslope surfaces and climates by incorporating the effects of plant cover and a distribution of raindrop sizes.

[9] Splash transport equations based on field measurements of mixed grain size soils would be more attractive but are problematic because of uncertainties in knowledge of natural rainfall and surface characteristics, the complicating influence of surface runoff, the variability of grain sizes, and the difficulty of making accurate measurements of splash transport in the field. However, Poesen [1986] measured splash transport of bare soils on cultivated, $14^\circ-23^\circ$ slopes of by means of splash samplers and the resistance to splash detachment with small splash cups. He found that the field-measured splash transport rates on bare sands and loams agreed well with those estimated from his laboratory-generated transport equation based on repacked soils, as did those from several other field studies of disturbed, bare soils.

[10] The status of sediment transport formulae for aerial rain splash can be summarized as follows. The functional form of the sediment transport equation for aerial rain splash is known approximately: transport is proportional to a power of gradient ($b$ in equation (2)) lying between 0.6 and 1.1. However, the intensity of splash transport, represented by $K$ in equation (2), for a given drop size and cover density is not easily predicted.

[11] The intensity of rain splash, measured as the amount of sediment detached from a smooth, bare surface by a unit of raindrop kinetic energy, drop size, or other index of erosivity has been widely measured. In the absence of high organic matter or other binding agent, detachability is related to median grain size, though not monotonically [Poesen and Savat, 1981]. For rainfall of uniform raindrop diameter the detachment rate per unit of kinetic energy was not linear for all soils [Poesen, 1985]. McCarthy [1980] showed that splashed mass was strongly related to both drop diameter and particle size in sands. Mosley’s [1973] laboratory experiments showed a sixfold increase in detachment over the range $0^\circ-25^\circ$, whereas field measurements by Froehlich and Slupik [1980, p. 95] indicated a two to threefold increase over $0^\circ-20^\circ$, and the laboratory experiments of McCarthy [1980, p. 106] and Furbish et al. [2007, Figure 9] revealed little or no effect of slope on detachment for loose sands. The only information on distances of splash [McCarthy, 1980; Poesen and Savat, 1981; Mouzai and Bouhadef, 2003; Furbish et al., 2007] also relates to smooth, bare surfaces. There is general agreement about the fractions of detached material that splash up and downslope on a bare surface [Poesen, 1985], although there appears to be a difference between sand and coarser particles [Mosley, 1973]. Furbish et al. [2007] provided a physical explanation for this fraction, based upon the upslope-downslope partitioning of drop momentum. Although detachment has been measured under various densities of plant cover [e.g., Ellison, 1948] and litter [e.g., Tsukamoto, 1966], quantitative relations between plant cover density and detachment have not been defined, it usually being assumed that splash occurs only from bare patches of soil. However, Furbish et al. [2009] have recently developed a model of the exchange of sand particles between shrub-stabilized mounds and the surrounding surface as a result of the spatial gradient of raindrop intensity around the center of the shrub.

3. Aims of the Study

[12] The study was designed with the following aims:

[13] 1. To measure rates of aerial rain splash transport under field conditions. The interaction of splash and overland flow was specifically avoided. Raindrop size, gradient, and grass cover density were varied between experiments on a single soil type.

[14] 2. To assimilate the resulting relations into a sediment transport equation for splash transport per rainstorm for the purposes of modeling hillslope evolution.
Our purpose is to develop a transport equation for the one-dimensional modeling of hillslope evolution over prehuman, morphogenetic time scales, which requires that parameterization of vegetation and rainfall effects be limited to features that can be estimated from coarse-grained paleoenvironmental data. Also, we avoided agricultural soils, where tillage creates soil structures that evolve rapidly through crusting early in a rainstorm, which we have not observed in rainfall simulation experiments on more natural (though still grazed) clay/sand mixtures in Kenya grasslands. Although such effects have not been reported in other rain splash experiments, it is reasonable to anticipate that they might be important under some circumstances, particularly on bare, silt-rich soils.

4. Field Site

Experiments were conducted on grassland at Eremito Ridge in Amboseli National Park, 150 km SE of Nairobi, Kenya [Dunne and Dietrich, 1980a]. The average gradient of the ridge is 0.02, with local variations of 0.012–0.12. The ridge is covered by a sandy clay loam with an organic content less than 1% and a bulk density of 1300–1600 kg m$^{-3}$. The topsoil of the plots was poorly aggregated with a blocky, subangular structure and many fine pores. The surface layer (~5 mm deep) had an average grain size distribution illustrated in Figure 1. Sampling of the surface layer upslope and downslope of each splash sampler before and after the experiments indicated changes of only a few percent within any size class and no consistent coarsening or fining during the brief experiments. Although the surface contained ~27% of silt and clay, the only visible aggregates were of sand size. Infiltration capacity at a point varied between 1 and 8 cm h$^{-1}$ with rainfall intensity and vegetation cover density [Dunne et al., 1991].

While this is not a complete list, it is designed to provide a comprehensive understanding of the text up to this point. Further reading may be necessary for a full understanding of the context and implications of the research described. The figure and table are consistent with the text, providing additional visual information on the particle size distribution and the texture of the surface soil.
Artificial rain was generated with a simulator of the kind described by Dunne et al. [1980], with the nozzle 4.9 m above the ground, traveling along a 3 m long track at a speed of 0.7–0.9 m/s, so that the spray covered at least 50% of the plot at all times. Five nozzles of different sizes were used. Their drop size distributions and kinetic energy application, measured by the flour-pellet method [Carter et al., 1974], are shown in Figure 3. An artificial rainstorm from each nozzle is referred to by the median drop size representing the distributions shown in Figure 3: 2.5 mm, 2.35 mm, 2.2 mm, 1.4 mm, and 1.05 mm. Rain distribution was measured with networks of twelve 10 cm diameter gauges around the three replicate pairs of samplers, and isohyetal maps were drawn for each experiment for interpolation of the rain falling within 0.25 m of each catch pan lip. Most experiments involved the application of only 5 to 20 mm of rain, and with the wisdom of hindsight it would have been preferable to increase the size of splashed sediment samples by using longer applications. Concern about altering the surface texture of the soil limited the amounts of rain applied, but sampling the texture imme-
diately adjacent to the pans before and after each set of experiments revealed no measurable changes in texture and there was no visible change in surface condition.

[20] The plot surface was closely observed during each application. At the first sign of the surface glistening from water accumulation, the nozzle was abruptly pulled to one end of the plot and the spray was interrupted and restarted after the surface had drained. In this way, we avoided interaction of raindrop impact with a surface water film, although we had no precise control over the moisture content of the surface soil. There was no sign of water repellency at the soil surface or of aggregate breakdown as the surface soil was not aggregated at a visible scale.

[21] Seven plots were used for the measurements (Table 1), and on two of them (2 and 3) plant cover was reduced by clipping before some rainfall applications (measurements after clipping are indicated by "c" in Table 1). Plant cover density, including litter which provided only a small fraction of the cover, was measured as the average of visual estimates by two to four observers with the aid of a 0.5 m square quadrat sampler placed immediately upslope and downslope of each catch pan [Greig-Smith, 1983]. Standard errors among observers and quadrats averaged 4.7% of the mean cover density for each plot. The local gradient over 0.5 m intervals upslope and downslope of each splash sampler was measured with an engineering level. The experiments included variations in raindrop size, local gradient, and plant cover density on a single soil type, but only a limited set of combinations of gradient and cover could be found in the vicinity.

[22] Composite samples of the upper 5 mm of soil on each plot were collected for wet sieve analysis before and after each set of experiments, and 33 composite samples of splashed sediment from individual rainfall applications were saved for grain size analysis in a settling tube.

6. Analysis of Splash Measurements

[23] The mass of sediment caught in each pan represented a flux through a 15 cm wide length of contour passing through the outer lip of the catch pan as a result of a certain number of raindrop impacts within splashing range of the pan (5–10 cm by observation and calculation). The amount of sediment splashed by a fixed distribution of drop sizes should increase linearly with the number of drops, and therefore with the depth of rainfall in the absence of interactions between the impacts and in the absence of a water film. Nonlinear relationships between rainfall intensity and the amount or rate of soil splash, such as those reported by Ellison [1944b, p. 181] and Gilley and Finkler [1985, p. 144] presumably result from relationships between intensity and drop size, limitations on the detachment rate due to cohesion, or surface water accumulation. These effects were minimized in our study. Thus, for each nozzle the mass of sediment passing through the 15 cm width was divided by the depth of rain falling immediately upslope or downslope of the catch pan, and the splash transport was expressed in units of kg per meter of contour per cm of rain.

[24] When the splash was plotted against local hillslope gradient upslope or downslope of each pan, the results confirmed our visual observations that extremely local (1–10 cm scale) variations in vegetation patchiness and microtopography obscured any such relationship, given the narrow range of gradient (0.012–0.12) that could be sampled at the field site. Therefore, we combined all measured splash values, regardless of upslope or downslope direction, into an analysis of the effects of raindrop characteristics and vegetation cover on the mass splashed, essentially treating all of the gradients as zero. Thus, our field results relate only to the magnitude, \( \rho b K \), of the fluxes in equation (2), and we developed a theoretical slope function for partitioning transport upslope and downslope on gradients steeper than the measurement sites (see later).

[25] We tested the hypothesis that the mass of sediment splashed across a unit width of contour (regardless of direction) is a function of median raindrop diameter and ground cover density (Figure 4). For each drop size distribution, mass splashed declines exponentially as cover density (C) increases at rates that are inversely correlated with the median raindrop diameter (D). Although responses to the three larger drop sizes are roughly the same, the effectiveness of small drops diminishes faster than that of large drops, which can strike the surface with little change of momentum as they pass through the ground cover. Longer splash trajectories resulting from large drops with higher impact velocities may also be preferentially reduced by vegetation. The mass splashed decreases with increasing cover much faster than the commonly assumed linear relationship to (1−C), presumably because the density of erect plant stems and of vegetation patches correlates with the measured areal cover fraction and is responsible for filtering sediment out of the lateral splash trajectories. Multiple regression analysis yielded

\[
M_o = aD^b\exp(-f/C)
\]  

(R^2 = 0.80, n = 33, p < 10^−11) where \( M_o \) is mass of soil splashed across a contour on a horizontal surface (kg m contour^−1 cm rain^−1); D is median drop diameter (mm); C is cover density (decimal fraction); and \( a \) (0.0104), \( b \) (0.927), and \( f \) (10.28) are parameters related to the detachability of this soil. Including hillslope gradient in the regression did not improve the result significantly, possibly because of the limited range of gradients (0.012–0.12) in the study area. Transport depends on both mobilization (\( M_o \)) and distance of travel, as shown in section 7.2.2, where we use equation (3) to parameterize a transport equation.

[26] Almost all of the surface particles could be mobilized by the raindrop distributions applied. Particle sizes of the splashed soil ranged from <0.062 mm to 2.8 mm and
involved a selection from the surface texture (Figure 5). The silt and clay on the soil surface provided little cohesion: enough for some particles to travel together as millimeter-sized aggregates, but no cohesive surface was exposed. Thus, any threshold drop diameter or momentum required for transport of the silt and clay particles was small. A slight extrapolation of McCarthy’s [1980] measurements of critical drop sizes for a range of sand sizes (Figure 6) suggests that

Figure 4. Rain splash transport (kg m\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) of rain) plotted against ground cover fraction (C) for artificial rainstorms with indicated median drop diameters (D). Sample sizes and p values are n = 9, p < 10\(^{-4}\) for D = 2.5 mm; n = 6, p = < 0.16 for D = 2.35 mm; n = 8, p < 10\(^{-3}\) for D = 2.2 mm; n = 5, p < 0.05 for D = 1.4 mm; n = 5, p < 0.05 for D = 1.05 mm.

Figure 5. Selectivity of particle sizes by splash in artificial rainstorms with five nominal median raindrop sizes on the field plots in Kenya. (a) Average (± standard deviation) of median (diamonds) and maximum (squares) particle sizes splashed. (b) Average (± standard deviation) ratio of median particle of splashed material to median particle size of surface soil.
even the smallest median raindrop size in our experiments was large enough to mobilize approximately one half of the surface particles. The silt and clay particles, which constituted 15–52% of the plot surfaces, entered the splash in copious amounts, making each splash crown opaque. The $d_{50}$ grain sizes for splash material (Figure 5a) averaged 0.12 (standard deviation ± 0.05) mm for the 1.05 mm median drop diameter and 0.19 (standard deviation ± 0.06) mm for the others, essentially the same size as the median of the surface. The maximum particle size splashed into a sampler ranged from 0.42 to 1.18 mm (averaging 1.1 mm) for 1.05 mm storms and from 0.59 to 2.4 mm (averaging 1.5 mm) for the other drop sizes, with no apparent trend. The maximum drop sizes produced by our sprinklers (Figure 3f) ranged from 2.25 mm to 6.25 mm, and according to McCarthy’s laboratory results (Figure 6) should be competent to splash particles of 1.07 mm and >8 mm, respectively, for the smallest and largest nozzles.

7. Generalization of a Transport Model

7.1. Instantaneous Rain Splash Rate

[27] We derive a model for the instantaneous rain splash transport ($q_{\text{inst}}$, kg m$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$), as a function of cover density, drop size, and hillslope gradient, which can be calibrated with the field data described above, and incorporated into equation (2). We emphasize from the outset the above mentioned differences between the field conditions and laboratory conditions for which theoretical models have been formulated and calibrated. Theoretical [e.g., Furbish et al., 2007] and experimental [e.g., De Ploey and Savat, 1968; Mosley, 1973; McCarthy, 1980; Poesen, 1985; Mouzai and Bouhadef, 2003; Furbish et al., 2007] analyses of rain splash use single (usually large) drop sizes and single (usually sand) grain sizes. Field experiments on natural soils involve a wide range of drop sizes (~25-fold in Figure 3) and an even wider range of grain sizes (~100-fold in Figure 1), ranging in this case from clay to coarse sand. Another difference between laboratory conditions and our field plots was that surface cratering in the field was observed to be less pronounced than is routinely described in laboratory experiments because the sand grains in the natural soil were mixed with finer particles and appeared to the eye and touch to be more densely packed.

[28] Current models of splash transport analyze the splash and creep process in terms of either the alongslope dispersal of drop momentum creating a measured exponential distribution of particle travel distances [Mouzai and Bouhadef, 2003; Furbish et al., 2007] or a distribution of particle takeoff speeds and angles from which travel distances are calculated [De Ploey and Savat, 1968; McCarthy, 1980]. These two approaches have not yet been reconciled formally, but because the Furbish et al. [2007] method has only been calibrated for uniform sands and requires the identification of a critical drop momentum from the available data on sand, we have used the second approach. However, we did not combine the distributions of takeoff angle and speed to derive the expected distribution of splash distances on a slope. Instead we have used average values estimated from earlier laboratory measurements, as described below. The approach is a compromise similar to the use of an average infiltration capacity in a runoff calculation to represent what is known to be a variable with a probability distribution.

[29] The first component of the model is an estimate of the fraction of sediment mass ($F$) splashed downslope by a single raindrop impact on a slope of angle $\beta$. This fraction has been measured in laboratory experiments on a range of gradients and summarized by McCarthy [1980] and Poesen [1985], who related the fraction to an exponential function of $\beta$. Our fit to the available data (Figure 7) yields the equation

$$F = 1 - 0.5e^{-2.2\tan\beta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4a)

![Figure 7. Fraction of sediment splashed downslope in laboratory experiments compiled by De Ploey and Savat [1968], McCarthy [1980], and Poesen [1985]. The linear regression was fitted to the measurements over the range 0 < $\beta$ ≤ 25°. The curve was fitted to the entire data set with the form $F = 1 - 0.5e^{-2.2\tan\beta}$. Regression coefficients for single size sands were slightly sensitive to grain size; for 0.1 mm sand the coefficient in the exponent was −2.45 and for 0.59 mm sand was −3.13 (data from Poesen [1985]). All regressions were constrained to fit the point (0, 0.5).]
Figure 7 also shows that for $\beta < 25^\circ$ (tan $\beta < 0.47$), where fine-textured soils are likely to survive under sparse vegetation, the fraction varies linearly with gradient:

$$F = 0.5 + 0.86 \tan \beta \quad (4b)$$

Since these data were obtained from drops with a range of size and impact speed, we are interpreting that the fractions are stable for each raindrop that impacts the ground between plants or litter.

[30] Based on high-speed imaging, Furbish et al. [2007] suggested a physical basis for this partitioning. Upon raindrop impact, momentum transferred to the sediment is partitioned between radial and downslope components. They proposed that this partitioning is linearly proportional to hillslope gradient (i.e., the ratio of downslope momentum to radial momentum is equal to $\lambda \tan \beta$ where $\lambda$ is an empirical partitioning coefficient). We derive the fraction splashed downslope based on equation (8) of the Furbish et al. [2007] model, which describes the probability of mass splashed as a function of radial distance from the point of impact, $r$, and direction, $\theta$ ($\theta = \pi$ is directly downslope); the probability, integrated over $r$ and $\theta$, is equal to unity by definition. Inserting a momentum partitioning of $\lambda \tan \beta$ into the Furbish et al. [2007] model and integrating over $r$ and from $\theta = \pi/2$ to $\theta = 3\pi/2$ yields the fraction splashed downslope:

$$F = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{\lambda \tan(\beta)}{\pi} \sqrt{1 - \lambda^2 \tan^2(\beta)^2} + \frac{1}{\pi} \text{ArcTan} \left( \frac{\lambda \tan(\beta)}{\sqrt{1 - \lambda^2 \tan^2(\beta)}} \right) \quad (5)$$

The value of $\lambda$ that best fits the measured $F$ values summarized by Poesen [1985] for $\beta < 25^\circ$ is 1.25 (Figure 7).

[31] The second component of our model, which calculates the net travel distance of all particles resulting from a drop impact on a sloping plane (Figure 8), modifies an approach presented by Reeve [1982]. Reeve proposed that a raindrop splash a mass of grains, $m$, radially around its impact point. He assumed that particle ejection was symmetrical about the vertical, whereas high-speed videography by Furbish et al. [2007] recorded differences between the slope-parallel components of launch speeds. By contrast, high-speed photography [McCarthy, 1980] and laboratory studies of radioactively tagged particles by De Ploey and Savat [1968] indicated that ejection occurred almost symmetrically about the surface normal (Figure 9), suggesting that in the early stage of the impact the force from the pressure wave in the drop recoiling from the surface is much larger than the force of gravity. This seems even more likely at our field site where soil was more densely packed and the permeability was lower (by a factor of $\sim 10^{-3}$) than in the laboratory sand, and the observed craters were shallower than those described in the laboratory [McCarthy, 1980; Furbish et al., 2007].

[32] Even if the splash is approximately symmetrical around the surface normal, however, the asymmetry of mass transport represented by $F$ indicates that the proportions of the drop and mobilized sediment that travel downslope from the point of impact must vary with the gradient. Improvements in observational technology are still needed to resolve these differences, but the quantitative implications for our model are minor, and we have used the approximation suggested by De Ploey and Savat [1968] and McCarthy [1980]. High-speed photographs [McCarthy, 1980] and the distribution of grains after each impact [McCarthy, 1980; Furbish et al., 2007] indicate that local velocity variations in the splash tear the fluid crown apart and deposit grains at various distances from the impact area, but since we cannot measure the distribution of such distances for the disparate particle sizes in the field soil, we express their trajectories in terms of average takeoff speeds and angles.

[33] The takeoff angle when the plane is horizontal ($\beta = 0^\circ$) is the critical takeoff angle relative to the plane itself, $\alpha_0$ in Figure 8. In the model, particles launched at the average angle
and speed come to rest where their trajectories intersect the ground surface, and do not rebound upon contact with the slope. Our close field observations confirmed the lack of rebound. 

Reeve [1982] derived an expression for the “range line,” the horizontal projection of the closed curve, $r(q)$, representing the termini of all the particles splashed by a raindrop on a plane of slope angle $\beta$ (Figures 8a and 8c), where $r$ is the radial distance of splash and $q$ is the direction in cylindrical coordinates, taken as zero in the upslope direction and increasing clockwise. This range line is a notional one, reflecting the average distances that would be traveled by particles with the average takeoff speed $v_t$ and angle, $a_0$.

Like Reeve [1982], we solve the ballistic trajectory of splashed sediment particles by the application of Newton’s second law in three dimensions. The resulting range line differs from that of Reeve [1982] because we use the surface normal as the axis of symmetry of the splash. Our derivation of the range line is

$$ r = \sqrt{ \frac{2 \cos \theta \sec \beta \sin a_0 \tan \beta + \sqrt{2} \sqrt{1 + \cos(2a_0) \sec^2 \beta + \cos(2\theta) \tan^2 \beta} }{g(\cos^2 \theta \sec^2 \beta + \sin^2 \theta) \cos \beta \cos ec a_0} } $$

Reeve [1982] showed that the upslope flux of sediment ($s_{up}$) across a length $L$ of hillslope contour per unit of rainfall is

$$ s_{up} = \frac{i m L}{2 \pi} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} r \cos \theta d\theta $$

and the downslope flux ($s_d$) is

$$ s_d = -\frac{i m L}{2 \pi} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} r \cos \theta d\theta $$

where $i$ represents the number of raindrops per unit rainfall depth per unit area and $m$ is the mass splashed by each drop. Each integral contains the area in the horizontal plane that lies within splash range, $r(\theta)$, of the unit length of contour (or collector) and therefore also indicates the volume of water that falls onto that area in a rainfall of unit depth. The net downslope transport per unit of contour length results from the difference between equations (7) and (8):

$$ q_{net} = \frac{s_d - s_u}{L} $$

In our analysis the flux is weighted by the proportions of mass splashed up and downslope according to equation (4) or (5). The available data on slope-wise partitioning of the splashed mass do not allow the splashed fraction to be specified as a function of $\theta$ and incorporated directly into the integrals of equations (7) and (8). Instead, we make the
approximation of distributing the upslope and downslope fractions as averages in each direction. Thus, the net downslope flux per unit width of contour and per unit of rainfall becomes

\[ q_{\text{inst}} = \frac{F \Delta L}{L} \left( 1 - F \right) \int_{\gamma_0}^{\gamma_1} r \cos \theta d\theta \]

\[ = \frac{im}{2\pi} \int_{\gamma_0}^{\gamma_1} r \cos \theta d\theta + \frac{1}{2} \int_{\gamma_0}^{\gamma_1} r \cos \theta d\theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

We parameterized equation (10) by obtaining im from laboratory measurements and our field data as described below.

7.2. Model Parameterization

7.2.1. Values From Laboratory Measurements

Equation (6) requires a mean takeoff angle, \( \alpha_0 \), for which the available data are sparse. In Figure 9a we plotted takeoff angles relative to the horizontal (\( \alpha \) in Figure 8b) of sediment splashed directly up and downslopes of various angles, as measured in the laboratory by De Ploey and Savat [1968, Table 2], to derive \( \alpha_0 \). Figure 9a summarizes our analysis of the data, which indicate a value of \( \alpha_0 = 11^\circ \) for the particle sizes used in the experiments (0.088–0.177 mm and 0.25–0.35 mm). Figure 9b summarizes the available data on takeoff angles for various particle sizes, which suggest a positive relationship between takeoff angle and particle size. Since the soil in our experiments was generally finer than those used for the laboratory measurements, we chose from Figure 9b an average takeoff angle of 10\(^\circ\). De Ploey and Savat [1968] published takeoff speeds of 2 m s\(^{-1}\) for fine sands, and McCarthy’s [1980] measurements averaged 1.5 m s\(^{-1}\) and 1.4 m s\(^{-1}\), respectively, for 0.38 mm and 0.75 mm sands. However, the need to specify a takeoff speed can be obviated through calibration against field data, as we will demonstrate.

7.2.2. Values From Field Measurements

Equation (10) now contains a single unknown expression, im, the mass of sediment splashed per unit area per unit depth of rainfall, which we determine from our field measurements, summarized in equation (3), in the following way. From equation (10), the mass splashed per unit length of contour and per unit depth of rainfall in the downslope direction on a slope of \( \beta \) is

\[ M_\beta = -F \frac{im}{2\pi} \int_{\gamma_0}^{\gamma_1} r \cos \theta d\theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Substitution of equation (6) into equation (11), application to a horizontal plane, similar to the field measurements, for which \( \beta = 0, F = 0.5 \), and evaluation of the integral yields the mass splashed in one direction per unit length of contour per unit depth of rainfall, \( M_0 \):

\[ M_0 = \frac{im^2 \sqrt{2\sqrt{1 + \cos 2\alpha_0} \sin \alpha_0}}{2\pi g} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

\( M_0 \) is the quantity that was measured in the field experiments under a range of drop size (\( D \)) and cover density (\( C \)). Combining equation (3), which summarizes the field results, with equation (12) yields

\[ im = \frac{2\pi gaD e^{\gamma_0}}{\sqrt{2} \sqrt{1 + 2 \cos \alpha_0} \sin \alpha_0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

which can be substituted into equation (10) to yield

\[ q_{\text{inst}} = \frac{aD e^{\gamma_0}}{\sqrt{2} \sqrt{1 + 2 \cos \alpha_0}} \int_{\gamma_0}^{\gamma_1} \Omega(\theta) \cos \theta d\theta + (1 - F) \int_{\gamma_0}^{\gamma_1} \Omega(\theta) \cos \theta d\theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (14a)

where

\[ \Omega(\theta) = \frac{2 \cos \theta \sec \beta \sin \alpha_0 \tan \beta + \sqrt{2} \sqrt{1 + \cos \left( 2\alpha_0 \right) \sec^2 \beta + \cos(2\theta) \tan^2 \beta}}{\left( \cos^2 \theta \sec^2 \beta + \sin^2 \theta \right) \cos \beta} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14b)

Cancellation of \( \sqrt{2} \) between equations (6), (11), and (13) removes the need for an independently specified takeoff speed.

8. Model Results

Equation (14) is the final splash transport equation, calibrated by equation (13), in which uncertainties introduced by the distribution of the takeoff angle and the alongslope partitioning of drop and sediment momentum are combined with other uncertainties from the field experiments. Figure 10 shows sample calculations for two median drop sizes and a range of cover densities and hillslope gradients to indicate (1) the form of the relationship between transport and gradient and (2) how the effects of drop size and cover density interact. The form of the slope function is determined by the partitioning function, \( F \). If the fraction is estimated over the full range of the experimental data (Figure 7 and equation (4a)), the predicted splash transport varies with \( \tan^{-0.78} \beta \), equivalent to a value of \( b = 0.78 \) in equation (2) (Figures 10c and 10d). The equation yields values of 0.0005–0.0015 kg m\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) of rain, respectively, for bare slopes of \( 10^\circ \) (\( \tan \beta = 0.176 \)) and median raindrop sizes of 1–3 mm, and 0.0000002–0.0005 kg m\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) of the same raindrop sizes, respectively, for cover densities of 1.0 on the same slope. If the estimation of \( F \) and the application of equation (14) are limited to slope angles <25\(^\circ\), flux varies linearly with \( \tan \beta \) (Figures 10a and 10b).

If there were no downslope partitioning of the splash itself, according to equation (4a), the difference between the unweighted integrals in equation (14) would be almost exactly a linear function of \( \tan \beta \). Thus, it is the effect of
slope on the alongslope partitioning of momentum and mass transport that creates a nonlinearity in the transport function. The nonlinearity increases as the range of slopes increases. However, as most hillslope angles with sparse vegetation and a soil cover fine enough to be splashed are \(<25^\circ\), the linear relationship is a very close approximation of natural conditions.

\[ \text{Takeoff angle, } \alpha_0, \text{ remains in equation (14), and must be chosen on the basis of laboratory experiments. This angle may be related to grain size. However, it occurs both in the} \]

Figure 10. Values of splash transport per centimeter of rain from equation (14) for various values of hillslope angle \(\beta\) and cover density \((C)\) for drop sizes of 1 mm and 3 mm with the linear estimation of \(F\) in equation (4b) and with the exponential estimation of \(F\) in equation (4a). The ejection angle, \(\alpha_0\), was chosen to be \(10^\circ\). When the linear estimate of \(F\) is used over the range \(\beta < 25^\circ\), equation (14) closely approximates a linear relation between transport and \(\tan \beta\). When the exponential estimate of \(F\) is used over the range \(\beta < 45^\circ\), transport increases with \(\tan^{0.78} \beta\), but deviates progressively from this simple form as gradient increases as indicated by the separation between the calculated points and the regressed power function. The graphs also show the sensitivity of transport to cover density, \(C\); it is greater for the 1 mm drops. The transport calculation from the model of Furbish et al. [2007], calibrated for a particle size of 0.2 mm, is also shown for bare soil with two drops sizes, and the prediction of Poesen [1985] for a bare loam soil is shown, except for Figure 10a in which Poesen’s curve is not distinguishable from our own.
integral and in the denominator of the coefficient in equation (14) and thus has offsetting effects on flux rate and the exponent \( b \) in equation (2). As particle size increases from 0.1 to 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm, the sparse data in Figure 9b suggest that \( a_0 \) might increase from 10\(^{-6}\) to as much as 47\(^{-6}\), which reduces the flux in equation (14) by \( \sim 50\% \), if the linear estimate of \( F \) is used.

[42] Only a few comparisons can be made of this equation with independent measurements from other sites with bare soil. Poesen [1986] published a summary of his own and other splash measurements, finding that the field measurements on bare tilled soil, bare patches of forest soils, and unpaved roads agreed well his transport equation. This equation, added as a dashed line to Figure 10, agrees almost exactly with our equation for a 1 mm raindrop and predicts 40\% of our value for a 3 mm drop, if we use a bare soil with a detachability value (mass splashed per unit of rainfall kinetic energy) of 0.000588 kg J\(^{-1}\) for a “loamy soil” from measurements by Poezen and Savat [1981] and kinetic energy values for these drop sizes from our own rainfall simulator.

[43] We have also calibrated the Furbish et al. [2007] model for comparison with equation (14). Rather than a fall line, the Furbish et al. [2007] model describes sediment ejection after drop impact as a probability distribution that is a function of the radial distance and angle about the center of impact. Two parameters must be calibrated in this model. The first is \( \lambda \) in equation (5) above, which describes partitioning of momentum between radial and downslope components. Using data compiled from Poezen [1985] and Furbish et al. [2007], we found \( \lambda = 1.25 \) for \( \beta < 25^\circ \). The second parameter, \( \mu_0 \), describes the mean distance traveled by ejected sediment. Furbish et al. [2007] found that \( \mu_0 \) varied from 2 to 4 cm for drops between 2 and 4 mm and sediment particles between 0.35 and 0.85 mm.

[44] After determining the mass splashed by individual raindrops we transformed the probability distributions predicted by Furbish et al. [2007] into mass splashed across a unit length of contour. The mass splashed per drop has been observed by a number of authors to be a function of the drop momentum [e.g., McCarthy, 1980; Mouzai and Bouhadef, 2003; Furbish et al., 2007]. We calculated the relationship between drop momentum, \( V \) (kg m\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)), and mass splashed per drop, \( m \) (kg), for various particle sizes (0.2 < \( d < 3.0 \) mm) based on McCarthy’s [1980] experiments:

\[
m = 0.14V^{0.7}
\]  
(15)

for \( V > V_{\text{crit}} = 4.08 \times 10^{-5}d^{-0.7} \) where \( V_{\text{crit}} \) is the critical drop momentum required for splashing of a given particle size (see Figure 6). Unfortunately the raw data for individual splashes are not available from McCarthy [1980] for computing the precision of equation (15).

[45] The Furbish et al. [2007] model (equations (4), (7), and (8)) predicts a greater mass splashed than is predicted by equation (3) for bare soil if laboratory values of \( \mu_0 \) are used. We suspect that microtopography on bare natural surfaces reduces mean splash distance relative to controlled laboratory experiments. To calibrate for field conditions, we reduced \( \mu_0 \) values until the Furbish et al. [2007] model reproduced the mass splashed across a contour predicted by equation (3). We performed this calculation using values of mass splashed per raindrop for 0.2 mm sediment particles. The calibrated values of \( \mu_0 \) ranged between 0.67 and 1 cm. The fluxes then predicted by the Furbish et al. [2007] model exceed those of equation (14) by 43\% in the case of 1 mm raindrops and by 33\% in the case of 3 mm raindrops. This discrepancy is small compared to both cover and drop size effects (Figure 10).

[46] Thus, it appears that our rain splash transport equation (14), calibrated with splash measurements on an African grassland, which although grazed is not tilled or smoothed, results in flux predictions that overlap the range of bare tilled soils and bare patches of forest soils as well as prediction equations derived from single grain size laboratory experiments. Equation (14) also quantifies the role of raindrop size and ground cover density, which are both ultimately related to climate.

9. Discussion of Results

9.1. Role of Gradient

[47] Rain splash transport for a single rainstorm can be summarized in the form

\[
g_{\text{storm}} = p q_{\text{last}} = pk \tan^b \beta
\]  
(16)

where \( g_{\text{storm}} \) (kg m\(^{-1}\)) is the net downslope aerial splash and creep transport in a rainstorm of depth \( p \) (cm) in the absence of runoff. The exponent, \( b = 1.0 \) for slopes \( < 25^\circ \) or \( b = 0.78 \) over the full range of gradient, reflects the form of the slope-dependent bracketed function in equation (14), which includes the hillslope gradient and the takeoff angle (a soil property). The slope function thus confirms the linear function used by Kirkby [1971] for modeling equilibrium hillslope profiles, and calculated by McCarthy [1980] and Furbish et al. [2007] from laboratory results. The 0.78 value is essentially the same as the value of 0.75 proposed by De Ploey and Savat [1968], but the nonlinearity only becomes relevant on gradients steep enough to maintain a soil cover that is either gravel-rich or stabilized by dense vegetation. The coefficient \( k \) in equation (16) combines the environmental controls: median drop size, vegetation cover, and soil mobility, and has a much larger effect on calculations of splash transport and hillslope profile evolution than does the exponent on gradient.

9.2. Role of Factors Related to Climate

[48] Equations (14) and (16) illustrate how rain splash is controlled by two climatic factors (drop size, \( D \) and rainstorm depth, \( p \)) and a biotic factor (C), which varies with the sum of all \( p \) values that yield the annual rainfall, possibly with season, and with grazing pressure. The influence on splash of \( p \) is linear for a single storm, though the number of these increments of rainfall depth and their average drop size over the entire rainfall climate is still required to compute \( p_K \) when the flux from equation (14) is inserted into the annual transport equation (2). The effect of the median drop size, \( D \), will vary between storms, depending mainly on rainfall intensity, so that the equation will have to be integrated over the probability distributions of rainstorm intensity and duration in a climate to obtain the long-term value of \( p_K \). The effectiveness of ground cover density depends on the median drop size (equation (3) and Figure 4), being far more effective.
in reducing splash for small raindrops than for larger ones. This effect can be also seen in Figure 10, in which splash decreases with increasing cover much more rapidly for the smaller raindrop size. The exponential decline of transport with increasing cover is stronger than the commonly assumed linear effect of \((1 - C)\), presumably because the planform vegetation cover reduces impact while the associated density of erect stems or vegetation patches reduces lateral splash distances.

9.3. Role of Soil Characteristics

The experiments used to parameterize equation (14) were conducted on a single soil type. It is interesting to estimate how much difference a change of texture might have on the soil mobility. Other soil characteristics have been used to explain and predict detachability, especially for cultivated soils that have been plowed and repacked, including shear strength, soil structure, organic content, and cation exchange capacity [Woodburn, 1948; Wischmeier et al., 1971; Al-Durrah and Bradford, 1982]. However, the most widely available soil characteristic for unplowed, wildland soils is texture. The detachability of loose, repacked soils with a range of texture has been measured under laboratory rainfall simulators by Ekern [1950], Mazurak and Mosher [1968], and Poesen and Savat [1981]. We have plotted the results as detachability relative to that of the most detachable soil used for the particular experiments (Figure 11). The three sets of data show remarkable consistency with the most detachable soils having a median grain size of 0.125 < \(d_{50}\) < 0.21 mm (fine sand), which includes the texture in our study, and with detachability declining strongly in both directions away from this maximum. Farmer [1973] used a slightly different metric to measure the relative detachability between grain size fractions of the same soil, and found a peak in relative detachability in the 0.4–0.5 mm range. Figure 11 suggests that the rain splash mobility values for other soils vary between about 5% and 100% of the value computed in this study. We are ignoring for the present purpose the role of chemically active clays, bacterial coatings, and possible effects of other seasonal characteristics.

10. Spatial and Temporal Applicability of the Transport Equation

Equation (14) accounts for aerial splash and creep transport in the absence of a surface water film, and thus it is applicable to an entire landscape during the parts of rainstorms that do not exceed the soil’s infiltration capacity. At the site of the field study, for example, final constant infiltration capacity of the sandy clay loam ranges from about 1 to at least 8 cm h\(^{-1}\), depending on rainfall intensity and local cover density [Dunne et al., 1991, Figure 5]. The transient infiltration capacity earlier in the storm is several cm h\(^{-1}\) higher. If it is assumed, on the basis of our measured infiltration capacity curves [e.g., Dunne and Dietrich, 1980a], that storms up to 15 min long generate no significant surface water accumulation, then rainfall intensities for stations throughout Kenya, tabulated by Lawes [1974], indicate that in a climate with annual rainfall of about 22 cm in the period of record (Lodwar, NW Kenya), where the spatially averaged basal ground cover, \(C\), is \(\sim 0.05–0.10\) (based on quadrat measurements of ground cover by technicians of the Kenya Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit, compiled by Dunne [1981]), \(\sim 60\%\) (14 cm) of the rain falls without generating surface runoff. This is equivalent to \(\sim 0.13–0.16\) kg m\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\) of soil transport by a median drop size of 2.5 mm on a 10° slope (assuming a takeoff angle of 10° for a sandy clay loam and the linear estimate of \(F\)). Basal cover is the most appropriate value to use for \(C\) because we have measured under experimental conditions [Dunne, 1977] that almost all of each season’s rainfall occurs before the ground cover begins to expand. In a climate with \(\sim 80\) cm of rain and \(C = 0.35\) for the basal ground cover on grassland (Malindi, SE Kenya), about 40% of the annual rainfall would occur without generating runoff; the corresponding rates of splash would be 0.10 kg m\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\). At the Amboseli study site (average basal \(C = 0.1\)) \(\sim 22\) cm out of 27.5 cm occur without producing runoff. This amount would splash 0.20 kg m\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\). Thus, equation (14) is applicable to a large fraction of the rainfall at any site.

When it occurs, the process called “rain flow transport” by Moss et al. [1979] or “interrill erosion” by Meyer et al. [1975] is much more efficient than rain splash. However, rain splash is more widespread and frequent than rain flow transport on lightly disturbed landscapes where infiltration capacity remains relatively high and overland flow is rare. The splash transport rates predicted above for Lodwar (0.13–0.16 kg m\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\)), Malindi (0.10 kg m\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\)), and Amboseli (0.20 kg m\(^{-1}\) a\(^{-1}\)) could lower hillslopes of 100 m length and 10° angles by \(0.7–1.3 \times 10^{-3}\) mm a\(^{-1}\). Dunne et al. [1979] estimated landscape-averaged erosion rates for various periods of the Cenozoic era at \(8–30 \times 10^{-3}\) mm a\(^{-1}\), indicating that rain splash transport alone cannot lower entire landscapes, even in the presence of preanthropogenic vegetation covers and infiltration capacities. On the other hand, 10 m long hillslopes could be eroded at \(7–13 \times 10^{-3}\) mm a\(^{-1}\), and 1 m long planes of typical “interrill” microtopography [Dunne et al., 1995] could be eroded at \(\sim 70–130 \times 10^{-3}\) mm a\(^{-1}\), if the splashed soil from
their ends is carried away by runoff. This comparison with long-term erosion rates indicates that the morphogenetic role of rain splash acting alone is limited to parts of the landscape that lower more slowly than the landscape average, or to short hillslopes (<100 m) from which rain splash feeds soil to overland flow in the process of rain flow transport. Rain splash also tends to fill the rills initiated by overland flow, thereby suppressing channel formation, and maintaining smooth hillslope surfaces [Dunne and Aubry, 1985].

[52] Much of the landscape, however, is still affected by rain splash. Even during overland flow, the runoff depth, which is usually parameterized as a sheet with an average, “hydraulically effective,” depth for the purpose of runoff routing, varies from zero at the hillslope divide and at the top of microtopographic promontories [Dunne and Aubry, 1985]. The rate at which the average depth increases with distance along the slope depends on the runoff rate, local gradient, and flow resistance, which in turn depend mainly upon the ground cover density and microtopographic amplitude. Dunne and Dietrich [1980b] presented examples of the variability of runoff depths along contours on experimental plots at the Amboseli study site. Average flow depth increased with the square root of distance downslope, but at the high rates of runoff during the experiments, and on the low-gradient hillslopes characteristic of a craton, few zero depths were measured at the scale of 5 × 2.5 m plots. However, further downslope on the same hillslopes the microtopography contains sufficient large-scale elements [Dunne et al., 1995] that runoff depths scaled by the hillslope length would not inundate a considerable fraction of the surface. Instead, this fraction would have only thin, discontinuous films of runoff, <1 mm deep, generated on local protuberances. On much steeper and rougher hillslopes in regions of more intense recent tectonism and climatic change and lower grazing and trampling pressure, Abrahams et al. [1989] showed that flow depths exhibited an exponential distribution, while Gabet and Dunne [2003] found a Poisson distribution; both cases indicating considerable areas of the hillslope microtopography with 0–1 mm scale water depths where splash should be only slightly affected by the water film.

[53] Palmer [1963, 1965] measured raindrop impact forces and splashed amounts of laboratory soil at low impact speeds, and concluded that as the thickness of a surface water layer increases so does splash erosion because of turbulence created in the water film, at least up to a water depth equal to the drop diameter. Wang and Wenzel [1970] challenged the identification of this maximum on the basis of better measurements and a numerical model of drop impact forces on the substrate. Whether or not a nonzero depth threshold exists, beyond some critical water depth splash detachment decreases exponentially as more of the drop energy is dissipated in the water film and the ejection angle (αo) increases strongly to a value greater than 45°. Palmer estimated that the critical depth was approximately equal to D, and that the amount splashed was negligible for h ≥ 3D. Torri and Sfalanga [1986] found the critical depth to be no more than h = 0.2D for soil splash; and Mutchler and Young [1975] found it to be about h = 0.14–0.2D for water splash. McCarthy’s [1980] measurements (Figure 12) indicate a strong decrease in mass of sand splashed into motion in the presence of a water film (m_f) as the ratio of water depth, h, to drop diameter, D, increases from zero to 1.0:

$$m_f = me^{-4\frac{h}{D}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)
more extensive sampling of rain splash and of the detailed spatial distribution of runoff depths on natural hillslopes.

11. Summary

[54] A goal of hillslope geomorphology has been to formulate sediment transport equations for individual sediment transport processes with sufficient physical resolution to identify major controls, the form of the equation, and the magnitude of its parameters. The research reported here provides such an equation. The functional form relating transport to hillslope gradient was shown to be linear over the range of gradients found on sparsely vegetated, soil covered hillslopes, and we have demonstrated that the momentum-partitioning approach to predicting this functional form [Furbish et al., 2007], can be calibrated to provide accurate transport values for bare soil. The magnitude of splash for a given gradient depends strongly on the climatically determined variables of rainstorm size, raindrop size, and cover density. We also summarized results from other researchers on the magnitude of the soil texture effect on splash. An analysis of the spatial and temporal significance of splash transport for a semiarid savanna suggests that rain splash mobilizes sediment on a large proportion of the landscape, either as aerial transport or as rain flow transport, but by itself has morphogenetic significance only on short hillslopes.

[55] However, even for rain splash, the simplest of all geomorphic processes, the construction of a physically based transport equation is fraught with complexity and the need to develop the equation with theory and with measurements from the laboratory and the field. The mechanics of splash leading to ejection angles ($\alpha_0$) and the asymmetry of the upslope-downslope partitioning of sediment ($\gamma$) remain poorly understood, but the momentum-partitioning approach of Furbish et al. [2007] appears to be the most promising theoretical approach to partitioning the splashed mass upslope and downslope, if it can be tractably extended to multidrop rainstorms and mixed grain size soils. It is not securely known whether soil grain size affects the ejection angle; nor has there been any thorough exploration of the effects of drop size on this angle. Detachability remains to be explored further, especially on cohesive soils and undisturbed soils that have not been dispersed and repacked for laboratory studies. On the other hand, scaling up of the equation to natural hillslopes, which bedevils studies of some other transport processes on hillslopes and in rivers, is not much of a problem, except for the need to know the spatial distribution of water depths during runoff generating storms.
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